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Letter to Stakeholders
Kelt Exploration Ltd. (“Kelt” or the “Company”) is

pleased to present its second Environmental, Social,

and Governance (ESG) Report, building on the inaugural

ESG report in 2021.

The COVID-19 pandemic continues to have a substantial

impact on employee and stakeholder lives and has

impacted the way that Kelt conducts its business. Kelt's

highest priority remains the health and safety of its

employees, partners and the communities where it

operates. The Company is proud of the dedication of its

workforce to maintain safe operations and business

continuity during the pandemic. Its high safety

standards ensure that all employees and contractors are

protected from incident or injury.

The energy sector experienced a tumultuous 2020 and

2021 with the unprecedented volatility in global oil

starting with the demand destruction resulting from the

COVID-19 pandemic followed by a sustained recovery in

commodity prices. Kelt was proactive during this time

period and took several initiatives to preserve

shareholder value and improve ESG performance.

Kelt’s team identified opportunities to improve the

sustainability of existing assets and test low carbon

solutions for its future capital plans.

In 2020, Kelt piloted its first sustainable low emission

well site facility in an effort to dramatically lower wellsite

emissions. Through innovation and employing new

technologies, over 90% of the potential emissions were

eliminated.

Kelt incorporated many of these technologies in

constructing its Oak facility and field infrastructure in

2021, including solar and instrument air, renewable heat

sources, water management and planned electrification

of natural gas compressors and generators. Kelt believes

that these initiatives will avoid more than 19,000 tonnes

of C02e annually.

In 2021, Kelt completed a project to replace all of its high

bleed methane-venting pneumatic valves in Alberta. It is

estimated that the project will reduce 2022 methane

emissions by 1,000 tonnes which represents a decrease

of 49% when compared to Kelt’s 2020 methane

emissions.

All of these initiatives were important achievements to

Kelt’s environmental objectives. These projects also

enhance project economics by reducing the cost of

carbon taxes and maximizing asset quality.

With operations across Alberta and British Columbia,

Kelt must effectively navigate the requirements and

interests of landowners, First Nations and governments.

The Company respects each group’s differences,

commits to learning their respective values and

priorities, and tailors engagement to ensure positive

impact within the communities.

With a focus on constantly improving risk oversight and

enhancing accountability to the Company's

shareholders and other stakeholders, Kelt’s Board and

management follow high standards of corporate

governance. This includes a commitment to diversity

both at the board level and throughout the

organization.

The appointment of Janet E. Vellutini as a new director

in 2021, and Geri Greenall to Lead Director further

demonstrates Kelt’s commitment to board diversity.

Kelt is proud of its ESG successes and would like to

thank all employees and contractors who demonstrate

hard work, dedication and a commitment to achieving

Kelt’s goals while ensuring safe and responsible

operating practices.

David J. Wilson

President and CEO

Kelt Exploration Ltd.
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About this Report
This sustainability report continues Kelt’s previously published information

about its environmental, social and governance practices and performance. The

following notes are important to consider when reviewing the report.

• Performance data is presented for 2020. Kelt has dedicated significant

resources towards emissions measurement and reporting tools. When

available, historical comparative data is presented on the same basis

beginning in 2018 and is provided in this report.

• This report is aligned with the Sustainability Accounting Standards

Board (SASB) for Oil & Gas – Exploration & Production Sustainability

Accounting Standard.

• The terms "Kelt," "the Company," "we," "us" or "our" mean Kelt Exploration

Ltd. and its subsidiaries on a consolidated basis.

• Consistent with industry practice, all reported data is presented based on

operational control unless otherwise stated. Emission intensity is calculated

based on operated gross product sales and include third party volumes

processed and sold through operated facilities.

• Kelt divested of its Inga Montney assets August 2020. The data

presented represents the portion of the year under Kelt’s control.

• This report contains forward looking information and statements that

involve various risks, uncertainties and other factors. The forward-looking

information is based on reasonable assumptions as of the date of the report,

but the reader is cautioned that actual results may differ. Please refer to the

Advisory section of this report.
|  2021 Sustainability Report
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About Kelt
Kelt’s strategy is to achieve sustainable and profitable growth and is

committed to high standards for governance and environmental

performance. At the core of Kelt’s growth strategy is long-term value

creation through low-cost land accumulation in resource-style plays and

rapid growth of its drilling inventory. Throughout Kelt’s history, this

strategy has proven to be very successful as evidenced by

opportunistically timed asset acquisitions and monetization.

Kelt has a large but focused asset base that includes approximately

362,000 acres of Montney rights and 68,000 acres of Charlie lake rights.

Capital spending is balanced between development, exploitation and full

cycle exploration. Day-to-day operations thrive on clear leadership, close

teamwork and financial discipline with an overarching focus on health,

safety and environment.

Corporate Overview 2020 2019 2018

Production, annual average (boe/d) (1) 24,992 29,961 27,006

Percent oil and natural gas liquids 45% 46% 43%

Adjusted funds from operations  ($000)(2) 58,832 182,521 186,839

Total capital expenditures, net of dispositions 

($000)
(353,957) 315,624 285,498

Total Landholdings, net acres 579,764 819,557 838,990

Oil & Gas Reserves, Proved + Probable (mboe) 178,782 460,981 302,678

(1) See page 33 for breakdown of boe volumes by product type.

(2) Non-GAAP measure, see Advisories

Kelt Exploration is one of the largest Montney land holders, one of the

most prolific oil and natural gas resources in North America. In 2020, the

Company monetized a portion of its Montney assets for total cash

proceeds of $510 million but remains one of the largest Montney

landholders. Following the disposition, Kelt is in a strong financial

position and has directed its capital program to the development of its

Montney acreage in Oak, BC and its Montney and Charlie Lake acreage in

Alberta.

The Company has assembled a team of experienced and qualified

personnel and we are well positioned financially to act quickly on new

opportunities. Kelt believes that its growth strategy will continue to

increase funds from operations per share, net asset value per share and

production per share.
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Corporate & ESG Achievements

40%
of independent Board 
members are female

0.4 TRIF
Continually striving for an 
injury-free workplace

1,000 tonnes/yr
Future annual methane 
emissions reduced with equipment 
changes in 2020 and 2021

$193 million
Invested in local communities in taxes, 
services and employment in 2020

5.0 LMR rating
as at December 31, 2020

460% increase
Active well reclamations 
2018 - 2020

178.8 million
Boe of proved plus probable 
reserves at year end 2020

24,992 boe/d
Average production in 2020

Kelt is proud of its achievements and believes that rigorously taking stock of results – both positive and negative – is essential to building 
success. 

$510 million
Assets sold in 2020
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ESG Philosophy
Management and the Board recognize that managing ESG risk is a critical

factor that must be balanced with other drivers of shareholder value, and as

such, ESG has become embedded within all of Kelt’s decision-making

processes. ESG factors represent an important driver of long-term investment

returns, from both an opportunity and a risk-mitigation perspective.

Environmental factors include concepts and risks associated with climate

change, emissions management, water use, asset portfolio quality and energy

utilization. Governance covers broad issues such as ethical business practices,

risk mitigation (including the impact of carbon taxes), leveraging government

funding for green projects, shareholder alignment, executive compensation,

board diversity and shareholder rights. On the social spectrum, key factors

include stakeholder health and safety, community engagement, minimizing

disturbances from operations, and diversity, inclusion and belonging.

ESG principles inform all decisions made at Kelt, and have been thoroughly

incorporated into sustainable development efforts, as described more fully

herein, and will also be reflected in upgrading or enhancing some of Kelt’s

older, legacy assets. Such exercises tie back to risk management and represent

a critical component of the Board’s ESG oversight.

|  2021 Sustainability Report
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Kelt’s primary ESG priorities are evaluated annually.  This report contains the ESG priorities considered to be those most critical to the 
Company's stakeholders and the future financial and operating performance of the business. 

Materiality Assessment & Priorities

Human Capital
> Health and Safety

> Critical Incident Management

Primary ESG 
Priorities

Environment
> Emissions and Climate Change

> Spill Prevention and Response

> Abandonment and Reclamation Liabilities

> Water Use 

> Hydraulic Fracturing

Social Impact
> Community Impacts

> Economic Impact

> First Nations

Leadership & Governance
> Business Ethics

> Transparency

> Profitable Growth
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ESG Oversight
The Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) Committee of Kelt’s Board of Directors oversees the Company’s HSE policies, systems and

procedures, assesses whether the Company’s performance meets goals, and seeks to prevent or mitigate risks.

Beginning in 2021, the HSE Committee amended its mandate to include oversight of the Company’s environmental objectives, assessment

of climate risks, and other appropriate environmental objectives into Kelt’s strategy, policies, procedures and decision-making processes, as

well as sustainability and ESG performance and reporting. The Committee assists the Board in fulfilling its responsibilities related to

environmental, health and safety / ESG matters, including:

• Provision of a safe environment for employees and others to perform their duties;

• Reviewing and monitoring Kelt’s policies and procedures relating to health, safety and environmental matters; and

• Overseeing management’s actions relating to Kelt’s compliance with environmental regulatory requirements and HSE goals.

The Committee convenes as required and undertakes a comprehensive management update annually to review Kelt’s HSE policies, practices

and procedures, and reviews and assesses Kelt’s approach to climate and sustainability reporting, including the assessment of materiality

and the manner in which stakeholder concerns with respect to ESG issues are addressed and communicated.

Kelt released its inaugural sustainability report in January 2021 and is committed to providing updated ESG disclosure to its stakeholders

annually. This year’s report features alignment to the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) for Oil & Gas – Exploration &

Production Sustainability Accounting Standard. Building off this progress, Kelt will continue to proactively monitor developments in the ESG

and climate-related disclosure practices and requirements in Canada. For 2022 Kelt plans to release greenhouse gas (GHG) targets and its

strategy to manage climate related risks over the short, medium and long-term.
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Governance
Kelt is committed to conducting its business responsibly

and with integrity. The Board and management have

implemented high standards of corporate governance to

improve risk oversight and to enhance the accountability

to the Company's shareholders and other

stakeholders. The Board recognizes the importance of

good governance for continued growth and investor

confidence and continually reviews its corporate

governance practices.

Kelt's Board of Directors (the “Board”) is comprised of five

non-employee, independent directors and the Company's

Chief Executive Officer. On an annual basis, all directors

are elected individually under a majority vote standard,

which provides the Company's shareholders with a

meaningful voice in the annual director election process.

Board Highlights:

• 5 of 6 directors are independent, only exception being 
the CEO;

• As of June 2021, 33% of the board were female;

• Director share ownership requirement of 3X annual 
compensation; and

• Continual board renewal with average tenure of 5 
years among independent members

Board of Directors

• Lead Director
• Chair, Reserves Committee
• Member, Audit & 

Nominating Committees

• Board Chair
• Member, HSE 

Committee

• Chair, Nominating 
Committee

• Member, Compensation & 
Reserves Committees

• Chair, Audit Committee
• Member, Compensation, 

HSE & Nominating 
Committees

• Chair, Compensation 
Committee

• Member, Audit & Reserves 
Committees

• Chair, HSE 
Committee
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Key Governance Committees
Kelt's Board committees – the Audit Committee, the Compensation Committee, the Nominating Committee, the Health, Safety and 

Environment Committee (the “HSE Committee”) and the Reserves Committee are each comprised solely of independent directors with the 

exception of the HSE Committee that is chaired by the Chief Executive Officer. Kelt’s governance policies, mandates, position descriptions, 

and guidelines can be found on the Kelt website.

HSE
Committee

Audit 
Committee

Compensation 
Committee

Nominating 
Committee

Reserves 
Committee

- Oversees Kelt’s HSE policies, systems and procedures and assesses whether performance meets goals 

- Oversight of ESH performance and reporting

- Assess management’s efforts to prevent or mitigates risks

- Meets when required & holds comprehensive management update annually

- Provides qualified independent oversight of Kelt’s system of internal controls, information systems, the external  

audit process, legal & regulatory compliance & the financial information provided to shareholders

- Reviews matters related to the HR policies and compensation programs for directors, executives and employees

- Align Kelt’s compensation with Company’s overall long-term performance

- Additional compensation governance and policies details available in Kelt’s Information Circular

- Composed entirely of independent Board members

- Responsible for identifying suitable candidates for nominees for election as director and recommending criteria for 

Board composition and skill set while considering qualities of each potential nominee and provisions of Kelt’s 

Board Diversity Policy

- Provides oversight to the preparation and reporting of Kelt’s oil and gas reserves data

- Includes carbon pricing in reserves evaluation

https://keltexploration.com/corporate-governance/
https://keltexploration.com/health-safety-environment-committee-mandate/
https://keltexploration.com/audit-committee-charter/
https://keltexploration.com/compensation-committee-mandate/
https://keltexploration.com/nominating-committee-mandate/
https://keltexploration.com/reserves-committee-mandate/
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Business Ethics

Kelt employs ethical and transparent business practices that align with its committee charters, Whistleblower Policy and Code of Business 

Conduct and Ethics policy. All Kelt employees and consultants are required to affirm sign-off their compliance with the Company's Code of 

Business Conduct and Ethics policy annually. Kelt’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics can be found on the Kelt website.

Business Ethics

Kelt’s annual ESTMA filing outlines payments made to governments,

which consist primarily of tax, land rentals and royalties, and provide

transparency into management’s efforts to prevent corruption and

bribery. Since all of Kelt’s assets are located in Canada, there are no

payments to foreign governments or individuals in the normal course of

conducting business or to gain access to oil and gas reserves.

Through this Code, Kelt endorses the following principles:

(a) honest and ethical conduct, including the ethical handling of actual 

or apparent conflicts of interest between personal and professional 

relationships;

(b) full, fair, accurate, timely and understandable disclosure in 

shareholder reports and other public communications and filings;

(c) compliance with applicable governmental laws, rules and 

regulations; and

(d) accountability by all of directors, officers and employees for 

adherence to this Code.

|  2021 Sustainability Report
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Executive Compensation

Kelt’s Compensation Committee ensures the transparent and regulated practice of executive

compensation, and makes recommendations to the Board regarding compensation to be

provided to the executive officers and directors of the Company. The Committee receives input

from Kelt’s President and the CEO regarding all executive officers (other than the CEO). All

executive officers’ compensation is based on the underlying philosophy of ‘pay for

performance’, shareholder returns and overall economic conditions.

Shareholder Alignment

Shareholder Alignment

Kelt’s executives and Board are uniquely aligned with shareholders through their

significant ownership position and compensation philosophy. The Company’s

compensation program is designed to primarily reward executives when shareholders

are making returns. Cash compensation targets are set below peer group average and

long-term incentives are based on share performance. Shareholders can be confident

that all of Kelt’s strategic decision making is by senior management that are significant

shareholders and will prioritize Kelt’s long term share performance.

~$138million
Invested by insiders into Kelt, in addition 
to original Celtic Exploration investments

~18% of shares
Owned by insiders

See Kelt’s management information circular at www.keltexploration.com for further details on the Company’s approach to management and 
director compensation. 

Kelt’s CEO is 
compensated solely 

on long term 
performance and
personally owns 

>25 million shares or 
~13% of total shares 

outstanding

http://www.keltexploration.com/
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Environment Management System

Kelt emphasizes the awareness and commitment to environmental stewardship at

all levels of the organization, including with its vendors and suppliers. Kelt’s

Environmental Management System (EMS) is a set of processes and practices that

enable the organization to minimize its environmental footprint and to collect,

monitor and report on its environmental footprint through all stages of its

operations from planning to abandonment and reclamation.

To maintain biodiversity and to minimize surface impacts and the effect on

ecosystems, Kelt uses existing access roads whenever possible, engages

in landowner consultation and remediates watercourse crossings. Kelt adheres to

numerous industry best practices to minimize its environmental impact during

drilling and completion operations. This diligence follows through to full well

production, and Kelt remains committed to return sites back to a sustainable

landscape in accordance with all abandonment and reclamation regulatory

assessment requirements, which includes stabilization, contouring, maintenance,

condition, reconstruction and revegetation.

Kelt is committed to ensuring its operational activities comply with all environmental regulatory standards and requirements and takes all

reasonable care to minimize and/or eliminate any negative consequence to the environment. Kelt ensures there is a high standard of

awareness and commitment to promote environmental stewardship at all levels of the organization, including vendors and suppliers. As a

Canadian energy company, Kelt is already among the most responsible energy producers in the world, adhering to established industry

practices and rigorous environmental policies.

|  2021 Sustainability Report
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Environmental Achievements
The Kelt team is committed to finding ways to improve and protect the environment during exploration and development operations from 
drilling processes through the life of a well’s production. The following are just a few of the efforts Kelt has undertaken:

Drilling and Completion operations have used a bi-
fuel frac equipment (pumpers) which reduces the 
use of more carbon intensive diesel fuel by up to 
90% by replacing it with natural gas.

Designing improved spill containment infrastructure for 
the Company's facilities.

Program to replace methane-venting pneumatic 
valves with low or zero-bleed valves.

Capturing GHG emissions using vapor recovery units that 
direct tank vapors into a natural gas sales line.

Limiting disposal of drilling fluids and managing 
produced water by reusing and recycling.

Completed Alberta Water Crossing Project to improve fish 
habitat.

Using horizontal technology to drill multiple wells 
from a single pad to reduce surface footprint.

Reducing emissions by eliminating or restricting flaring on 
new wells. 

Maintaining strict reporting standards for 
unplanned releases to support proper investigation 
and prevent future releases.

Identifying, repairing and monitoring fugitive emissions at 
facilities through a company-wide leak detection and repair 
program.
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Sustainable Research and Development

In 2020, Kelt piloted its first sustainable low emission well

site facility in an effort to dramatically lower its methane

emissions. Through innovation and employing new

technologies, greater than 90% of the potential emissions

were eliminated from the site. Well sites typically use

natural gas driven pneumatic pumps which are the

largest contributor to methane emissions on site. To

eliminate these emissions, Kelt installed electric powered

pumps and installed solar panels on-site to provide

a zero-emission renewable energy source.

The Company also eliminated flaring emissions by

installing mass flow meter technology in place of a

standard three phase separator which requires a

flare system. Well sites also require a heat source, which

is typically generated from natural gas combustion. A

shallow geothermal energy system was designed and

installed on-site to provide heat through a sustainable

source. Kelt plans to implement its sustainable, low-

emission well site design on its future Montney pad site

developments.

Kelt has an investment in start up Nauticol Energy. Nauticol Energy is

proposing to develop, construct and operate a Net Zero, Blue Methanol

facility in Alberta, Canada. Using abundant and competitively

priced Western Canadian natural gas, combined with carbon capture and

sequestration, the project is expected to produce 3 million tonnes annually

of Net Zero, Blue Methanol - supplying the increasing demand for low-

carbon chemicals and clean energy in Asia and other global markets.

Low Emission Well Site Facility Nauticol Energy

|  2021 Sustainability Report
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Sustainable Research and Development

Key features of the development include:

• Remediation of acquired brownfield site to commence the project;

• Solar and instrument air to reduce/eliminate methane emissions;

• Renewable energy for heat;

• Water pipelines and injection wells to reduce trucking;

• Planned electrification of generators and compression once 

BC Hydro and permitting are achieved; and

• Improved economics. Based on the expectation  of an 

escalating carbon tax, Kelt’s Oak field design is expected 

to reduce carbon taxes by $23 million over the next ten years.

Oak Property Sets the Stage for Sustainable Energy Development 

Sustainability was a primary consideration in the construction of Kelt’s Oak facilities. As Oak was a new development, Kelt was provided the

opportunity to design the infrastructure to minimize its environmental impact while also maximizing the project economics. The Oak site is

expected to provide Kelt with a model for future developments.

ZERO EMISSION
Oak is a model for a

site
|  2021 Sustainability Report
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Sustainable Oil & Gas Development at Oak 
Green initiatives for sustainable development that can be replicated at other Kelt areas in the future

SOLAR & 
INSTRUMENT AIR

Wellsite powered with solar electricity: 

ESD valves, wellhead choke, pumps

Well pads and facility instrument air, no 

methane emissions from devices

RENEWABLE HEAT
Solar powered heat source for surface 

facilities 

ELECTRONIC 
FLARE STACK

Elimination of continuous pilot flare

WATER 
MANAGEMENT
Water injection and water 

pipelines for water handling 

and reduced trucking

CONVERSION TO
HYDRO/CLEAN 
POWER*
Planned electrical conversion of 

nat. gas generator at facility 

once BC Hydro connected

2,370 t150 t

880 t 16,160 t

70 t

Annual CO2 Reductions
(tonnes/yr)

*Planned implementation in 2022

19,630tonnes
CO2e per year reduction from 
initiatives supporting sustainable 
development

$23MM of savings
over 10 years assuming 
carbon tax escalation to 
$170/tonne

$883K of savings
per year @ $45/tonne carbon tax
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Emissions

50% reduction
target for methane emissions 
intensity rate by 2025

Kelt’s air emission roadmap is focused on continuous improvement to meet and exceed the provincial and federal standards and includes air monitoring, utilizing

renewable and alternative energy, creating energy efficiencies and conservation of resources. Kelt focuses on technology, operational excellence and taking

initiatives to lower its carbon footprint throughout the project lifecycle. The Company is committed to reducing the amount of GHG emissions produced from

development activities and operations in the most efficient, effective and responsible way. Kelt has significantly reduced the greenhouse gas intensity of its

operations in British Columbia following the sale of its Inga property in August 2020. The Company has prioritized low GHG emissions at its new Oak property and

expects that the Oak assets will have a much lower emissions intensity than the legacy Inga assets.

Since 2019 completion operations have used a bi-fuel frac equipment which reduces the use of more carbon intensive fuel by blending it with natural gas. Kelt

estimates that carbon emissions per completion have been reduced by approximately 25 percent. New equipment has recently become available that enables up to

80% natural gas substitution. During 2020, Kelt began using the same technology on its drilling operations by way of a bi-fuel drilling rig.

In 2019, Kelt set its first quantitative goal to reduce methane emissions

intensity before 2025 by 50%. Kelt believes it will achieve this target early in

2022 based on work completed in 2021. In 2021 Kelt replaced its high bleed

methane-venting pneumatic valves with low or zero-bleed valves, ultimately

replacing 275 devices in Alberta and generating significant carbon offset credits

for the Company. It is estimated that the project will reduce 2022 methane

emissions by 1,000 tonnes, equivalent to 25,000 tonnes of carbon emissions.

The project represents a decrease in absolute methane emissions of 49% when

compared to Kelt’s 2020 methane emissions.

For 2022 Kelt plans to finalize its

future greenhouse gas (GHG)

emission targets. These targets are

expected to be released with its next

annual ESG report. 0
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Water Management
Responsible water management is paramount for reducing Kelt’s environmental footprint and reducing costs. Kelt has made significant

investments in fresh water storage, in-field water pipelines and water disposal to minimize the withdrawal of fresh water during dry periods.

With fresh water pipeline infrastructure, the amount of trucking required is dramatically reduced, which also helps lower GHG emissions.

• Flowback water is reused whenever possible during completion operations.

• When available, Kelt uses flowback water, produced water (including water

sharing from other operators) and landfill runoff (Leachate) in place of fresh water

sources.

• Wastewater is safely disposed through licensed disposal wells in deep geological 

formations.

• A high proportion of Kelt’s produced water contains H2S, posing challenges for 

reuse or recycling from both a safety and technological standpoint. New 

technology designed to remove H2S and render produced water usable is a priority 

for Kelt.

GHGemissions reduction
Fresh water pipeline infrastructure means 
fewer trucks on the road

|  2021 Sustainability Report
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Abandonment & Reclamation
Decommissioning and restoration of oil and gas sites is regulated in Alberta by the AER and in British Columbia by the BCOGC. Permit

holders are required to properly deactivate and abandon wells, facilities and pipelines, and restore disturbances to meet regulatory closure.

Kelt’s Liability Management Rating (LMR), designated by the BC and Alberta governments, measures the Company’s ability to address its

abandonment, remediation and reclamation obligations. This program helps ensure permit holders carry the financial risk of their operation

through to regulatory closure.

Proactive management of its abandonment and reclamation liabilities benefits all of Kelt’s stakeholders. Kelt’s LMR, which is a commonly

used measure of the Company’s ability to address its abandonment and reclamation liabilities, is very healthy at approximately five times at

December 31, 2020. Regardless, the Company is prioritizing the improvement of its LMR and is developing medium and long-term targets to

manage its oil and gas liabilities.

Kelt is a member of the Woodlands North collaborative restoration plan, which manages watersheds, restores natural waterflow and

improves fish habitat. Kelt successfully completed its initial project in the Progress Watershed and is developing an inventory and restoration

plan for all of its water crossings in Alberta.

~5xLMR rating
as at December 31, 2020

15well abandonments
Completed in 2020 (gross)

56Active ongoing reclamations
2020 (gross)

|  2021 Sustainability Report
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Health & Safety
Kelt has established a corporate culture that emphasizes safe operations for the benefit of its employees, contractors and communities

where it has active operations. The Company has implemented a Health and Safety Management System designed to prevent, reduce or

mitigate health and safety risks through policies, procedures, training, roles and responsibilities, annual targets and performance

measurement. Kelt believes that this structured approach demonstrates the importance of health and safety throughout the organization

and minimizes the risk of injuries and incidents.

Critical Components of Kelt’s Health and Safety Management System:

• Health and Safety Manual containing Kelt’s policies is renewed annually to ensure that

Kelt’s standards meet or exceed government regulations and applicable laws.

• Many other critical Kelt HSE documents and procedures are available to support

worker safety. Kelt’s Exposure Control Plan (ECP) to help protect workers from

exposure to potentially harmful substances. Codes of Practice (COP's) for critical

processes are also reviewed regularly.

• Communication of Kelt’s HSE standards through out the organization including

Internal Health and Safety Alerts, Contractor Safety Orientation, and meetings of the

Joint Health and Safety Committee.

• Monitoring and internal reporting of leading and lagging HSE indicators to identify

potential areas of concern.

• A training matrix is updated continuously to track the qualifications, orientation and

training of our employees and contractors and to ensure workers are correctly trained,

familiar with safe work procedures, job methods and hazard identification.

• A vendor management system is in place to ensure Kelt hires competent, experienced

and skilled contractors and vendors, working towards our goals of an injury and

incident free workplace.

|  2021 Sustainability Report
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Safety Performance
Kelt continuously monitors its safety performance. Kelt investigates all incidents, near misses and leading indicators to assess its

performance and identify areas of improvement. Kelt has observed improvements in its recordable injury frequency and lost time in each of

the last 5 years. Kelt has had no workplace fatalities to date.

Highlights:

• A reduction in 2020 of both recordable injuries and lost time injury frequency;

• Reduction in environmental spills and releases attributed to Kelt processes and close monitoring of leading indicators;

• Coordinated an effective response to the COVID-19 pandemic to protect the safety of Kelt’s personnel; and

• Continuous improvements to safety processes including Working Alone System, Exposure Control Plan, Site Specific Operating

Procedures

ZERO
in2020

employee & contractor 
lost-time injuries
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Critical Incident Risk Management
Kelt maintains an Emergency Response Plan (“ERP”) to prepare workers for a rapid and effective response to emergency situations to

protect the public, employees and contractors, and the environment. The objective of this program is to save lives, coordinate the

implementation of protective actions, and restore operations. The ERP includes a tiered level of response based on the type of incident and

the response required. Training is provided to relevant field and office personnel on an annual basis with the goal of ensuring workers are

familiar with their role, responsibilities and procedures in the event of an emergency. The ERP is periodically reviewed and updated, and

drills are conducted to verify that company personnel are prepared to respond appropriately.

Asset Integrity Management

Kelt focuses on the safety and integrity required for the construction,

maintenance and ongoing operations of all facilities. The focus of these

programs is to manage risk by providing regular and routine inspection

procedures, proper inspection intervals, monitoring and testing programs and

integration of appropriate inspection technology.

Kelt is diligent in ensuring that the safety and integrity of all pipeline and facility

assets are maintained to a high standard and has developed a robust quality

management system (Corporate Owner User Program) registered with the

Alberta Boilers Safety Association (ABSA). In addition, the Company has an

aggressive Pipeline Integrity Program which has been audited by both the

Alberta Energy Regulator and the BC Oil & Gas Commission. Kelt also has a Safety

and Loss Management System (SLMS) which is an initiative to ensure it regularly

measures its successes and challenges, along with meeting or exceeding

corporate goals.
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Total Volume of Reportable Spills

97% Reduction
in reportable spill volume
(2018-2020)

Reportable spills is defined as any leak from a pipeline, release of substances causing an adverse 
effect or into a water body or groundwater, off-site releases and any release of oil or water exceeding 
two cubic meters.   
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Social Impact
Kelt has operations in both Alberta and British Columbia, with a unique set of local interests, landowners, First Nations and governments.

The Company believes that it has made a positive investment in the communities in which it operates by way of direct employment,

providing support for local services and businesses and donations or sponsorships of local initiatives. Kelt continuously encourages the

inclusive and cooperative work of its employees and remains committed to ensuring that its team fully complies with applicable laws,

regulations and industry standards.

Prior to undertaking any development in an area, Kelt conducts thorough and comprehensive stakeholder consultation. By engaging in

dialogue with landowners and stakeholders, the Company strives to understand and address concerns, while minimizing the impact of its

operations whenever possible. Kelt is committed to working with landowners and other stakeholders to minimize disturbances during

operations including measures to reduce noise and dust, road monitoring and sound mitigation. Kelt participates with

Kelt works together with the First Nations in the communities it operates and incorporates First Nations vendors and their preferred vendors

into its bidding processes. In 2020, Kelt’s expenditures included $0.9 million directly with First Nations vendors and $40.0 million in affiliated

vendors of First Nations.

$193mm invested
Invested in local communities in 
taxes, services and employment in 
2020

Sustainable Supply Chains

The Company values making contributions to the communities where it operates and to engaging

local businesses to drive employment and economic benefits in communities where Kelt is active.

Through a combination of tax revenue, using the services of local contractors and suppliers, and

supporting other area hospitality businesses, Kelt believes the Company brings ancillary benefits to

operating areas while also helping to meet the world’s growing demand for responsible, cleaner

energy.
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The Power of People
Kelt believes that outstanding people combined with an entrepreneurial culture create the

ideal environment for a successful company. Every Kelt team member contributes to

increasing shareholder value. Kelt strives to attract and retain its people through competitive

compensation and workplace benefits programs, a savings plan and long term compensation

that aligns all members of the Company to common goals.

Kelt believes that a diverse workforce will result in positive impacts on decision-making and

overall company performance. It is continually working towards enhancing the diversity of the

leadership team and its board, including policies to achieve and maintain board diversity with

a specific emphasis on gender. In 2021, Kelt’s Board of Directors welcomed Janet E. Vellutini,

whose is a professional engineer with extensive gas marketing experience, which adds a

valuable skillset to Kelt’s Board. Following her appointment, women represent 40% of

independent Board members.

70employees
Across all of Kelt’s locations

39%61%
Female
Male

Employee
Demographics

|  2021 Sustainability Report
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Units SASB Code 2020 2019 2018

ACTIVITY

Production, annual average boe/d 24,992 29,961 27,006

Production, annual boe 9,122,080 10,935,765 9,857,190

Percent Oil and Natural Gas Liquids % 45 46 43

Production of oil MMbbls EM-EP-000.A 2.575 3.417 3.067

Production of natural gas MMscf EM-EP-000.A 30.165 35.28 33.764

Production of natural gas liquids MMbbls 1.518 1.638 1.163

Production of synthetic oil MMbbls EM-EP-000.A 0 0 0

Production of synthetic gas MMscf EM-EP-000.A 0 0 0

Number of offshore sites count EM-EP-000.B 0 0 0

Number of terrestrial sites count EM-EP-000.C 1,234 1,550 1,598

ECONOMIC

Petroleum and Natural Gas Sales $ million 207,157 394,356 389,277

Royalties $ million 10,354 19,301 30,701

Capital Expenditures, before A&D $ million 152,088 317,326 292,708

Salaries and benefits $ million 12,233 18,579 17,048

Employees

Workforce (FTE) count 70 97 91

Field count 17 42 35

Office count 53 55 56

Percentage of females in workforce percentage 39 30 30

Percentage of females in management and executive percentage 21 29 29

Percentage of independent Board members are female percentage 17 17 17

Performance Tables
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Units SASB Code 2020 2019 2018

GHG EMISSIONS

Direct GHG Emissions (Scope 1) CO2e tonnes/year EM-EP-110a.1 196,293 210,055 191,239

Direct GHG Intensity tonnes CO2e/boe 0.0210 0.0197 0.0196

Methane Emissions
% of Direct 

Emissions
EM-EP-110a.1 26 27 31

Indirect GHG Emissions (Scope2) CO2e tonnes/year 12,140 12,565 13,198

Indirect GHG Intensity tonnes CO2e/boe 0.0013 0.0012 0.0014

Total GHG Emissions (Scope 1 &2) CO2e tonnes/year 208,434 222,620 204,437

Operated gross product sales boe 9,336,033 10,662,868 9,759,429

Total GHG Intensity tonnes CO2e/boe 0.0223 0.0209 0.0209

Percentage covered under emissions-limiting regulations % EM-EP-110a.1 100 41 50

DIRECT GHG EMISSION BY ACTIVITY

Combustion CO2e tonnes/year EM-EP-110a.1 144,421 149,518 123,124

Process Emissions CO2e tonnes/year EM-EP-110a.1 0 0 0

Flared CO2e tonnes/year EM-EP-110a.1 7,688 10,126 14,603

Vented CO2e tonnes/year EM-EP-110a.1 20,126 15,634 16,430

Fugitives CO2e tonnes/year EM-EP-110a.1 24,058 34,777 37,082

AIR QUALITY

Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)(1) tonnes SO2/year EM-EP-120a.1 2,094 nr nr

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) tonnes NOx/year EM-EP-120a.1 681 753 676

VOCs tonnes VOC/year EM-EP-120a.1 305 424 697

Particulate Matter (PM10) tonnes PM10/year EM-EP-120a.1 20 27 25

Performance Tables

(1) Sulfur dioxide (S02) emissions are not presented for 2019 and 2018 as the methodology was modified in 2020 and is no longer comparable.
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Units SASB Code 2020 2019 2018

WATER

Total fresh water withdrawn m3 EM-EP-140a.1 194,599 707,190 489,701

Total fresh water withdrawn Intensity m3/produced boe 0.021 0.065 0.050

Total fresh water consumed m3 EM-EP-140a.1 194,599 707,190 489,701

Water withdrawn and consumed in locations with High or 

Extremely High Baseline Water Stress as a percentage of the total 

water withdrawn. % EM-EP-140a.1 38 25 1

Volume of produced water and flowback generated m3 EM-EP-140a.2 680,761 838,545 nr

Percentage of produced water and flowback generated 

discharged % EM-EP-140a.2 0 0 nr

Percentage of produced water and flowback generated injected % EM-EP-140a.2 76 67 nr

Percentage of produced water and flowback generated recycled % EM-EP-140a.2 0 1 nr

Percentage of produced water and flowback water in storage % 24 34 nr

Percentage of hydraulically fractured wells for which there is 

public disclosure of all fracturing fluid chemicals used % EM-EP-140a.3 100 100 100

Performance Tables
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Units SASB Code 2020 2019 2018

BIODIVERSITY IMPACTS

Reportable Non-pipeline Spills count 2 3 11

Reportable Pipeline Spills count 3 1 0

Number of Reportable Spills count EM-EP-160a.2 5 4 11

Volume of Non-pipeline Spills m3 2.0 13.1 44.6

Volume of Pipeline Spills m3 0.1 8.0 43.0

Total Volume of Reportable Spills m3 EM-EP-160a.2 2.1 21.1 87.6

Total Volume of Reportable Spills/Production m3/MMboe 2.1 2.0 9.0

Aggregate volume of hydrocarbon spills in the Arctic m3 EM-EP-160a.2 0 0 0

Volume of Spills Impacting Sensitive Shoreline m3 EM-EP-160a.2 0 0 0

RECLAMATION

Number of Producing Wells (gross) wells 557 627 746

Number of Producing Wells (net) wells 320.6 412.3 481.3

Number of Non-producing Wells (gross) wells 560 701 356

Number of Non-producing Wells (net) wells 289.5 412.8 209.5

Total (Gross) wells 1,117 1,328 1,102

Total (Net) wells 611.0 825.1 690.8

Annual well abandonments (gross) wells 15 10 6

Active Reclamations Ongoing (gross) wells 56 23 10

Certificates Received wells 1 1 1

Performance Tables
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Units SASB Code 2020 2019 2018

SAFETY

Lost-time Frequency - Employee count 0 0 1

Lost-time Frequency - Contractor count 0 1 1

Lost-time Frequency - Total
cases per 200,000 
work hours 0 0.1 0.2

Recordable injury - Employee count 0 0 0

Recordable injury - Contractor count 2 6 8

Recordable Frequency - Total
cases per 200,000 
work hours EM-EP-320a.1 0.4 0.6 0.9

Fatalities - Employee/Contractor count EM-EP-320a.1 0 0 0

Number of reportable pipeline incidents, count EM-MD-540a.1 0 nr nr

Percentage significant reportable pipeline incidents % EM-MD-540a.1 0 nr nr

Percentage of natural gas pipelines inspected % EM-MD-540a.2 4 nr nr

Percentage of hazardous liquid pipelines inspected % EM-MD-540a.2 21 nr nr

Number of accident releases from rail transportation count EM-MD-540a.3 0 nr nr

Number of non-accident releases (NARs) from rail transportation count EM-MD-540a.3 0 nr nr

Security, Human Rights & Rights of Indigenous Peoples

Percentage of proved reserves in or near areas of conflict % EM-EP-210a.1 0 0 0

Percentage of probable reserves in or near areas of conflict % EM-EP-210a.1 0 0 0

Performance Tables
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Units SASB Code 2020 2019 2018

Reserves Valuation & Capital Expenditures
Amount invested in renewable energy; revenue generated by 
renewable energy sales $ million EM-EP-420a.3 0 0 0
Sensitivity of hydrocarbon reserve levels to future price 
projection scenarios that account for a price on carbon 
emissions

MMbbls, MMscf, 
BOE EM-EP-420a.1 See page 32 nr nr

Business Ethics & Transparency
Percentage of proved reserves in countries that have the 20 
lowest rankings in Transparency International’s Corruption 
Perception Index % EM-EP-510a.1 0 0 0
Percentage of probable reserves in countries that have the 20 
lowest rankings in Transparency International’s Corruption 
Perception Index % EM-EP-510a.1 0 0 0

Community Relations
Number and duration of non-technical delays. The scope 
includes shutdowns and project delays including, but not limited 
to, those resulting from pending regulatory permits or other 
political delays, community or stakeholder resistance or protest, 
and armed conflict Count/Days EM-EP-210b.2 0,0 nr nr

Competitive Behavior
Total amount of monetary losses as a result of legal proceedings 
associated with federal pipeline and storage regulations $ million EM-MD-520a.1 0 0 0

Performance Tables
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SASB Content Index – Discussion & Analysis
Accounting Metric Code Location
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Discussion of long-term and short-term strategy or plan to manage Scope 1 emissions, emissions reduction 
targets, and an analysis of performance against those targets

EM-EP-110a.3 Page 12, 17
https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/

Water Management
Policies and practices related to ground and surface water quality management EM-EP-140a.4 Page 12, 18

https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/

Biodiversity Impacts
Description of environmental management policies and practices for active sites EM-EP-160a.1 Page 12, 19

https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/

Workforce Health & Safety
Discussion of management systems used to integrate a culture of safety throughout the exploration and 
production lifecycle

EM-EP-320a.2 Page 20, 21
https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/

Operational Safety, Emergency Preparedness & Response
Discussion of management systems used to integrate a culture of safety and emergency preparedness throughout 
the value chain and throughout project lifecycles

EM-MD-540a.4 Page 20, 22
https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/

Critical Incident Risk Management
Description of management systems used to identify and mitigate catastrophic and tail-end risks EM-EP-540a.2 Page 22

https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/

https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/
https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/
https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/
https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/
https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/
https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/
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SASB Content Index – Discussion & Analysis
Accounting Metric Code Location
Security, Human Rights & Rights of Indigenous Peoples

Discussion of engagement processes and due diligence practices with respect to human rights, 
Indigenous rights, and operation in areas of conflict

EM-EP-210a.3 Page 23
https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/

Community Relations

Discussion of process to manage risks and opportunities associated with community rights and 
interests

EM-EP-210b.1 Page 23
https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/

Business Ethics & Transparency

Description of the management system for prevention of corruption and bribery throughout the value 
chain

EM-EP-510a.2 Page 10
https://keltexploration.com/code-of-business-conduct-and-ethics/

Management of the Legal & Regulatory Environment
Discussion of corporate positions related to government regulations and/or policy proposals that address 
environmental and social factors affecting the industry

EM-EP-530a.1 https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/

Reserves Valuation & Capital Expenditures

Discussion of how price and demand for hydrocarbons and/or climate regulation influence the capital expenditure 
strategy for exploration, acquisition, and development of assets

EM-EP-420a.4 https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/
At December 31, 2020 Kelt has estimated that the cost of carbon is 

equivalent to $0.076/boe on the development of its proved plus 
probable reserves. In calculating this cost, Kelt has considered the 

carbon pricing regimes it operates under and the current federal and 
provincially legislated costs of carbon. Kelt’s Alberta properties are 

subject to the Technology Innovation and Emissions Reduction (TIER) 
Regulation that stipulates emissions reductions for compliance or 

otherwise purchase credits to satisfy the obligation. The British 
Columbia carbon tax program applies to fuel purchase and usage. 

Kelt considers the long-term federal carbon pricing guidance 
increasing to $170/ t CO2e in 2030 in the capital expenditure strategy 
for exploration, acquisition, and development of assets. Based on the 

escalating costs of carbon anticipated in future years, Kelt expects 
that the costs of carbon in the December 31, 2020 reserve report 

would increase to $0.259 per boe.

https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/
https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/
https://keltexploration.com/code-of-business-conduct-and-ethics/
https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/
https://keltexploration.com/annual-information-form-4/
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Abbreviations

A&D acquisitions and dispositions

AER Alberta Energy Regulator

BCOGC BC Oil and Gas Commission

boe barrel of oil equivalent

boe/d barrel of oil equivalent per day

CH4 methane

CO2e carbon dioxide equivalent

ERP Emergency Response Plan

EMS Environmental Management System

FTE Full Time Equivalent

GHG greenhouse gas

HSE Health, Safety and Environment

HVFR high-viscosity friction reducer

LMR Liability Management Rating

mboe thousand barrels of oil equivalent

mmboe million barrels of oil equivalent

m3 cubic meter

Nox nitrogen oxides

SO2 sulfur dioxide

VOC volatile organic compound

Supplemental Information Regarding Product Types
The following is intended to provide the product type composition for each 
of the production figures provided herein. 

Annual 
Average

Crude 
Oil

(bbls/d)

Natural Gas
Liquids

(bbls/d)

Conventional 
Natural Gas 

(mcf/d)
Total 

(boe/d)

2020 7,057 4,161 82,646 24,992

2019 9,361 4,490 96,658 29,961

2018 8,403 3,186 92,502 27,006
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Advisories

Forward Looking Statements

Certain statements included in this corporate presentation (the “Presentation”) constitute forward looking statements or forward looking information under applicable securities legislation. Such

forward looking statements or information are provided for the purpose of providing information about management's current expectations and plans relating to the future. Readers are cautioned

that reliance on such information may not be appropriate for other purposes, such as making investment decisions. Forward looking statements or information typically contain statements with

words such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “expect”, “plan”, “intend”, “estimate”, “propose”, “project“, “goal", "target”, “objective”, “assume”, “forecast” or similar words suggesting future outcomes or

statements regarding an outlook.

Forward looking statements or information are based on a number of factors and assumptions which have been used to develop such statements and information but which may prove to be

incorrect. Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected in such forward looking statements or information are reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on forward

looking statements because the Company can give no assurance that such expectations will prove to be correct.

Forward looking statements or information are based on current expectations, estimates and projections that involve a number of risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results to differ

materially from those anticipated by the Company and described in the forward looking statements or information. These risks and uncertainties which may cause actual results to differ materially

from the forward looking statements or information include, among other things: the ability of management to execute its business plan; general economic and business conditions; the risk of

instability affecting the jurisdictions in which the Company operates; the risks of the oil and gas industry, such as operational risks in exploring for, developing and producing crude oil and natural

gas and market demand; the possibility that government policies or laws may change or governmental approvals may be delayed or withheld; the ability of the Company to add production and

reserves through acquisition, development and exploration activities; the uncertainty of estimates and projections relating to production (including decline rates), costs and expenses; fluctuations

in oil and gas prices, foreign currency exchange rates and interest rates; risks inherent in the Company's marketing operations, including credit risk; uncertainty in amounts and timing of royalty

payments; health, safety and environmental risks; risks associated with potential future lawsuits and regulatory actions against the Company; uncertainties as to the availability and cost of

financing; changes in income tax rates; changes in incentive programs related to the oil and gas industry; and financial risks affecting the value of the Company’s investments.

Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list is not exhaustive of all possible risks and uncertainties.

All dollar amounts are referenced in Canadian dollars, except when otherwise noted.

“Adjusted funds from operations” is calculated as cash provided by operating activities before changes in non-cash operating working capital, and adding back: transaction costs associated with

acquisitions and dispositions, provisions for potential credit losses, and settlement of decommissioning obligations. Adjusted funds from operations per common share is calculated on a

consistent basis with profit (loss) per common share, using basic and diluted weighted average common shares as determined in accordance with GAAP. Adjusted funds from operations and

operating income or netbacks are used by Kelt as key measures of performance and are not intended to represent operating profits nor should they be viewed as an alternative to cash provided by

operating activities, profit or other measures of financial performance calculated in accordance with GAAP. For a reconciliation of cash provided by operating activities to adjusted funds from

operations and the calculation of operating income derived from the individual financial statement line items in accordance with GAAP see the management’s discussion and analysis of the

financial condition and results of operations of the Corporation.
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